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Book Descriptions:

commodore 1084 monitor manual

While the 1084 only plays mono, the model Commodore 1084S can also play stereo. On the left side
there is stereo socket 3,5 mm for the headphone connection.BRIGHTNESS brightness. CONTRAST
contrast. COLOR colour saturation not, when connected to RGB. SHARPNESS sharpness not, when
connected to RGB. VOLUME volumeWhen connection a tuner, this button should not be pressed.
V.CENTERING vertical alignment. V.WIDTH picture widthLine frequency 15625 Hz. Sound output
performance 1 W distortion factor 5%. Power drain 75 W. Dimensions H x W x D 320 x 350 x 387
mm. Weight 11 kgContent is available under GFDL unless otherwise noted. Privacy policy About
C64Wiki Disclaimers Mobile view. Something went wrong.Get the item you ordered or your money
back. Commodore 1081 monitor.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when
your payment clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab May have tears or holes in VHS or
DVD box. The video game instructions and box may not be included. See the seller’s listing for full
details and description of any imperfections. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if
you receive an item that is not as described in the
listing.http://litteraten.dk/images/file/carrier-humidifier-manual-pdf.xml

commodore 1084 monitor manual, commodore 1084 monitor service manual,
commodore 1084 monitor manual, commodore 1084 monitor manual download,
commodore 1084 monitor manual pdf, commodore 1084 monitor manual free,
commodore 1084 monitor manual instructions.

Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a
new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Welcome to Amibay.com. This site uses cookies to keep you logged into the site, as well as
improving your experience using the site. By continuing to use this website you are agreeing to
allow us to use cookies. You can find out more, including how to opt out of using cookies on this
website, by reading our full cookie policy. To start viewing messages,If you have any questions
please login and post them in the Feed Back forum, or use the Contact Us form.Or resetting your
password. If this doesnt help, please contact us for help using the contact us page. This is the later
1084SD2 model. Made in Korea, late 1992. Complete with User Manual and both Commodore 64
and Amiga video cables. In excellent cosmetic shape no yellowing and fully working. Local buyer
only please.Thread can be marked as sold. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it
for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to
repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note!
To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also
some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this
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page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant
MONITOR forum topics Commodore 1802D CRT video monitor hang problema. megoldva
Sziasztok!http://www.teatrolamadrugada.com/public/carrier-i-vu-manual.xml

Egy retro 1988as commodore 1802Des szines CRT video monitor javitasaban kernek segitseget.
Mikor hozzam kerult, ket problemaval szembesultem. Az elso, hogy nem voltak szinek. Csak fekete
feher kep. A neten kutakodva szerencsere talaltam ra egyszeru megoldast. Ez most jo lett. A masik
problemara meg nem talaltam megoldast. Van beepitett hangszoroja. Az audio bemenet RCA
aljzatara barmit is kapcsolok ra, nem szol. Egy 10 labu ic felelos az erositesert. Kideritettem, hogy
nem kapja meg a 12vos feszt. Az IC a D807es EU1es diodan es az R830as Kimertem, hogy ez a dioda
romlott el. Sajnos ezt a fajta diodat mar nem lehet beszerezni. Ajanlottak helyette a HER105os
diodat. Diodat beforrasztottam, majd bekapcsoltam a monitort tesztelesre. Az R830as 1o1w
ellenallas elkezdett fustolni, majd abbamaradt. Ezek utan a monitor nem adott kepet, nem kapcsolt
be. Kiforrasztva a diodat, ismet bekapcsolt, es adott kepet. A diodat az eset utan megmerve
mukodokepesnek talaltam, nem lett baja. Az ellenallas termeszetesen tonkre ment. Meg egyszer
megprobaltam a biztonsag kedveert egy masik HER105os diodaval, es egy nagyobb 1ohm 2wattos
ellenallassal, de az eredmeny ugyanaz volt. Most megakadtam, es nem tudom hogyan tovabb. A
service manual hiba levezetos reszet hasznaltam kiindulasi pontnak, de ott is ugyanezt javasoltak a
dioda es ellenallas cserejet ha nem kap feszultseget az audio IC. Ezen a linken lehet megnezni a
monitor service manualt.A fent emlitett monitort szeretnem szamitogephez hasznalni.Az interneten
talaltam leirast,hogy a videokartya mely kivezeteseit kell a monitor hatuljan talalhato 8 polusu DIN
dugohoz csatlakoztatni. A kovetkezo bekotest hasznaltamSegitsegeteket elore is koszonom.
Udv.bogyoYou can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. That should keep
you occupied for a bit get searching! Please quote this reference ID in any communication with the
Centre for Computing History.

These children deserve a space which is engaging and instructive, where they can feel a sense of
adventure, exploration and surprise. Picture and sound are both still perfect.Also, while the sound is
still good, there is an low level buzz emitting from the speakers.Teardown books Anything like that
on the internet. I have never done any work on a CRT screen before, and would like to know what I
am doing before I do it. I am guessing there will be parts that need cleaning and replacing, not to
mention fixing up that slightly lopsided screen on the 1801. So if anyone knows of any good
resources, or has good hints and tips for a CRT newbie, that would be great. Thanks a lot for that
mate. This manual is for the version of the monitor that has the squaredoff front control area. I think
this is known as the 1084SP. I dont have the monitor so am not sure. Looked up info here.
umber.html. Thanks, Kent. Something went wrong. View cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Something went
wrong.Get the item you ordered or your money back.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The Commodore 1084 was a Philips product and
this is the typenr.I knew that D2 is installed daewoo electronics. You think its the same schematich I
strive for a % customer satisfaction. Please contact me with any questions or concerned about any
items. SHIPPING I ship products well packaged, sometimes I use recycled materials such as boxes,
bubble wrap, etc,I try my best to ship out within one day as long as its before 300pm Central
Daylight Time CDT and of course I do not ship Sundays or holidays for the post office is closed the
majority of my products will be shipped via USPS. Return PolicyBuy with peace of mind if you are
not satisfied I do accept returns within 30 days no questions asked. Please note, the item must be
returned in the exact same condition as it was received.

http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/18007

If you are returning a item I ask you to contact me first to see if we can resolve the problem threw
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an email thank you. FOR INTERNATIONAL BUYERSFor the safety of the buyer and Mine, I only do
business through ebay. The GSP Global Shipping Program. The import charges are and will be paid
by the buyer only if import charges are applied in your country. All this will be within the eBay
message system, we do not do business outside of ebay. Thank You Super high amount of views. 0
sold, 1 available. More Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available. You are the light of the
world. With its many ports it can be used for connecting to many home and personal computers and
can also be connected to video recorders, picture record players and TV tuners. All the important
settings can be changed over regulators art the front or the back. While the 1084 only plays mono,
the modell Commodore 1084S can also play stereo. Due to its good price performance ratio the 1084
was and still is very popular. By continuing to use the forum you conform your acceptance of these.
If you are not happy to accept these you must stop using the forum and delete our cookies from your
browser. I have on the bench a Commodore 1084 Monitor which I am in the process of repairing for
a friend. He said it was fine when put into storage a few years ago, But now dead. He replaced the
main smoothing cap himself. Fortunately the service manual is available online and working my way
through the schematic, I have managed to bring the monitor back to life. The 12v power rail was
dead due to a short circuit Cap C605 220uf and a faulty 7812 Voltage Regulator I402. However
another fault has presented itself. To test the monitor I am feeding it with a composite signal from a
DVD player. The picture is OK for about 30 secs then black horizontal lines start appearing about
every inch with odd bursts of colour.

http://8forwine.com/images/butler-4012-manual.pdf

I have attached an image showing the fault Its been about 15 years since I worked on anything CRT
related, any assistance would be much appreciated. Thanks in advance DomAlso, the disturbance is
about 5 times the vertical scan frequency, an unusual rate as such a signal at those intervals is not
normally found in monitor circuitry. While it is possible this fault is in the monitor, most likely the
video source your DVD playeryou are feeding the monitor from is defective. First thing to do is to try
a second video source, or second monitor. If this is a monitor fault, it would be easy to find the cause
of this with a schematic for the monitor and following the video signal from the video input with the
scope to find where the disturbance is introduced.That monitor almost certainly has RGBin
capability, if dom is already using a fully wired SCART lead between the DVD player and monitor
then it may be useful to try RGBin instead of compositein. You would need to enable RGBout in the
DVD players menus as well the default will be for composite out.Looks like hum bars to me, you
probably have more faulty caps in there.As I mentioned, this rate would be an unusual frequency to
find as a signal inside a monitor, but could easily appear out the output of a DVD or VCR etc, like the
signals you can see when you fast forward or shuttle a DVDs or vcr tape.Not made much progress. I
am now feeding the monitor from the original Commodore Amiga via RGB. The colours have now
stabilized, But the black lines are still on the screen, they seem to vary in width and frequency I have
checked the voltages around the fly back transformer, all seem to match with the values in the
service manual. I have also replaced the electrolytic caps around the horizontal and vertical circuits.
I have attached a screenshot of the schematic showing the caps I have replaced circled in red. It will
be Monday before I get another chance to work on the monitor.

http://florianschlosser.com/images/butler-bwa-1720-manual-download.pdf

Thanks again DomSo I will make some suggestions how this could happen. Wherever this pulse is
coming from you also know know it was affecting the pal decoder circuit toobecause it caused a
color phase error when you were feeding the monitor with composite video, of course that is now
gone on an RGB signal. Since that circuit is in a completely different section of the monitor, it now
appears likely this pulse is on one or more of the the power supply rails. To get the three guns of the
CRT cut off together requires the pulse at the three cathodes all going positive at the same time. Or
the could be an abnormality in the V blanking signals that also are normally common to the three
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stages. The other way the three beams could cut off together is if there was a negative pulse on the
CRT grids which are normally common as one control grid in the CRTs gun. Sometimes, depending
on the design, blanking pulses can be introduced there rather than into the video amplifiers. It
would be easy to find where this problem was, with the scope, working backwards from the CRTs
cathodes once the grid circuit was excluded and finding where it was coming from, either injected
into them as a faulty V blanking Signal, or a a large glitch in the power supply rail.Try getting the
unit into a place of complete darkness, let your eyes adjust and see if you can actually see anything
flashing over.Or alternatively feeding the DVD composite output into another display. In other
words, are you sure its the monitor and not the composite output on the DVD player that is acting
upTry getting the unit into a place of complete darkness, let your eyes adjust and see if you can
actually see anything flashing over. So it cannot be the LOPT or any signal the LOPT could produce
being coupled into the signal circuits. It is interesting how sharply and well all CRT beams turn off
and on again for the short period of this defect. That makes me wonder if the aberrant signal is in
the CRTs blanking circuits.

But that theory would not easily explain why on a composite signal it loses color lock immediately
afterwards, which suggests the power supply has a large glitch in its output. It would be very easy to
solve with a scope. The other interesting thing is how the time of the disturbance is only about one
scanning line or two when it occurs across a frame and the amplitude of it is not disminished over
time. For example if there was a coil somewhere ringing at 5 times the vertical rate after the vertical
blanking interval, one might expect the disturbance to get less as the vertical scan progressed. So
the defect almost looks like something you would expect if you injected a regular narrow rectangular
pulse into the signal circuits. It will most likely be on the power supply rail, but there is always an off
beat chance a subcircuit has failed and is oscillating locked to the vertical rate, assuming those
black lines are not rolling.These things would be obvious from a video of the fault, but a still photo
gives less information. I need to change all potentiometers which are located in the rear part.
Someone knows the values and type Thank you.Q401 Q701 Q702 Q703 Q704 R435 R436 R437 i
need the colour bars on the resistors.and whats written on the transistors.if your unsure about the
resistors could you take a high res picture in close up of them in good light please.Thanks for the
information of the potentiometers. On Thursday or Friday I will send you pictures of what you
need.If I do not get the appropriate potentiometers, I invent something to solve it. Thanks for your
interest. FranCheck if it is the same model.Tomorrow I seek information.I understood his
clarification about the manual, thanks. Excuse my English is basic. But now I wonder, I am not sure
if my monitor has a TTL RGB input!But now I wonder, I am not sure if my monitor has a TTL RGB
input! Roy, Look at my image This nice, no.What kind of switch is. The original is completely
destroyed and not working.

This is a full picture of the motherboard to give you an idea of the differences. This may or may not
be indicative of future posts. The Commodore 1901 has digital RGBi input using DSUB 9 connector,
as well as separate Luminance and Chrominance inputs via RCA jacks which is the same signal as
SVideo, just different connectors. I thought this would be a good monitor for my old Bondwell Model
8 computer, which only has CGA output and probably deserves a post of its own. It would probably
also work with my Commodore 64. The Commodore 1901 also has a builtin speaker, that connects
with yet another RCA plug, so I wouldn’t even need a separate speaker. What is harder to see is that
the colours where a bit off, there was a bit of a yellow tint that kind of came and went. So I opened
the monitor and adjusted the potentiometers which at least made the colour a little bit better.
Unfortunately, I also noticed that the PCB had a small crack, which caused some bad connections,
and was probably the cause of the colour problem. More about this later. What on earth could this
be for. And did this version actually use those signals. Would it be possible to get analog RGB input
by adding a SCART connector The problem seemed to be that the solder points for the SCART
connector on the PCD are oriented backwards, so that a standard 90degree connector won’t fit. So



the usual solution seemed to have been to solder wires between the PCB and the SCART plug.
However, I managed to find an angled SCART connector on eBay that seemed to be oriented the
other way around. It sure looked like it would fit! Time to heat up my solder sucker! Or rather, it
would have if the darn plug would have fitted through the hole in the metal frame!! When I had
fitted the legs through the holes in the PCB, it was completely impossible to get the plug through the
hole. In the end, I hade to bring out a knife and go to town on the poor plug.

Would this work I have an Amiga 600 with a SCART cable that carries not only analog RGB video,
but also sound. So maybe I would get sound through the builtin speaker as well. Time to connect a
cable. Would it even fit the mangled SCART connector And the answer to rest of the questions are
yes, everythings works perfectly. I get a crystal clear image from the amiga, and I get the sound
through the speaker. The only thing left to do was to make a hole in the plastic cover as well, which
was easy since there was already an indication in the cover where to cut. Except for the crack in the
PCB, remember. Since I had the monitor open, and the soldering iron out, I decided to see if I could
fix that as well. But I believe this post is long enough already, so that will have to wait until part 2. It
is not as famous as the 1084 monitor but, as we will see, with the SCART modification it is just as
useful! 2. The monitor was actually manufactured by Thompson. And Thompson did release their
own version of it with a SCART connector, the Thompson 450G. Why the Commodore version came
without it, I do not know. 3. The SCART connector actually carries a lot of different signals. It can
carry composite video, svideo and RGB, and event YPbPr, as well as stereo sound. Wikipedia has a
good article. 4. While writing this post I checked the blog post again, and now it seems all images
are back. This would have made it easier for me when I actually was working on the monitor! I work
as a consultant and developer at Approach. These are good ways to get in touch with me. Any help
would be much appreciated. Btw,i guess u meant a 1902c64 monitor they have the same troubles
usually. mike But it no longer flickers. Next step, dumpster! But it no longer flickers. Id be willing to
bet this is one the most common failures. I have a 1084s and a 1950 that do this. Havent gotten
around to repairing them yet. You seem to pitch anything. Anyone else concur Any help would be
much appreciated.

My arm ached for a day. My arm ached for a day..and this is why Im more than happy to toss them
when they give me trouble! He can repair such a monitor. How many of our club monitors have been
repaired by him.Anyone else concur that is sure a possibility, but it makes me ask what caused it to
fail suddenly,you may have other problems causing it and adding another vertical ic may just fry
again.soldering the flyback etc shouldnt do that.I really dont know enough about monitor repair to
help much. As robertB said,ray carlsen is a good guy,you might email and ask some questions,hes
pretty friendly. Mike. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and audiobooks from
major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Commodore Monitors Uploaded by Bobapatatas 0
ratings 0% found this document useful 0 votes 619 views 1 page Document Information click to
expand document information Description Commodore Monitors Guide. Report this Document
Download Now Save Save Commodore Monitors For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document useful
0 votes 619 views 1 page Commodore Monitors Uploaded by Bobapatatas Description Commodore
Monitors Guide. Full description Save Save Commodore Monitors For Later 0% 0% found this
document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful, Mark this
document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 1
Search inside document Scribd members can read and download full documents. Your first days are
free. Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change
Language. Manuals Patrik Axelsson has created a mirrorPatrik. Alan Rateliff is creating a mirror
also thanks Alan. If I get anymore info, as I hope to, it will be added. Basic testing and disassembly
procedures for the A1000 includingA2060 ARCNet card, includes schematics. A2065 EtherNet card,
includes schematics. A2232 Multiport Serial card, includes schematics. A3000T Amiga computer.



Includes schematics for the. A3000D and A3500, A3000T. Release. Revision 6a and 7 Amiga
computer. A600 Amiga computer. Includes schematics for the A600 andCommodore 1701 monitor.
Includes schematics. Ash and were scanned by me. Rev. 2 motherboard. CPU accelerator, A3640.
Developers Conference DevCon93. Developers Conference DevCon93. Developers Conference
DevCon93. Developers Conference DevCon93. Developers Conference DevCon93. Developers
Conference DevCon93. Developers Conference DevCon93. However, it seems to be down
permanently so I have mirrored the files. NOTE Sheet 4a was corrupt in all the archives I had,
nothing I can do about it. I powered it up the other day to test something and noticed the upper half
of the screen had what I would describe as thick scanlines whereas to lower half of the screen
looked a little compressed. I hooked up my NES to it and the problem was a lot more apparent As he
moves up he gets longer All the capacitors I checked were perfect with really low ESR values and all
the capacitance readings were within spec. All except for one little capacitor, C306. This is a 47uF
25v capacitor and is connected to pin 12 of the vertical deflection circuit TDA1670A Next we cross
reference this to the supplied manual to find which adapter we need to use. All hooked up
Sometimes this can cause more harm than good. I have a spreadsheet prepared too as outlined in
the BMR 95 manual to give a better indication of the life expectancy of a tube but i’ve not included it
here. You can see the stretching better with a picture comparisson. The site may not work properly
if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit.
Press J to jump to the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in
sign up User account menu 9 I have now replaced every cap on this Commodore 1084 monitor, but
still I get this. All rights reserved Back to top.

As such, please rest assured that I treat all orders as urgent, but that due to my situation, I am
giving a realistic timescale of between 35 days from the date of your order payment, to ship your
items to you. However, depending on timing, etc, you may well find that in the majority of cases, I
am able to ship your items the following day. Thanks again for your custom! Den. And by having
access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with
Commodore Monitors Manual. To get started finding Commodore Monitors Manual, you are right to
find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of
these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most
wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works
for you. One remote for all your devices. Guaranteeing optimal TV reception every time. Completely
safe and functional for total protection. Find your setup code in 3 easy steps Please use our website
for FAQs, movies or to contact our support team. Disclaimer Sedo maintains no relationship with
third party advertisers. Reference to any specific service or trade mark is not controlled by Sedo nor
does it constitute or imply its association, endorsement or recommendation.
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